We investigate the time complexity of deciding the existence of layouts of virtual paths in high-speed networks, that enable a connection from one vertex to all others and have maximum hop count h and maximum edge load l , for a stretch factor of one. We prove that the problem of determining the existence of such layouts is NP-complete for every given values of h and l, except for the cases h = 2; l = 1 and h = 1, any l, for which we give polynomial-time layout constructions. Extensions for cases of a stretch factor greater than one are also discussed.
Introduction

Motivation
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM for short) is widely accepted as the most popular architecture that supports high-speed networks, and is thoroughly described in the literature ITU90, HH91, Par94] . ATM is based on relatively small xed-size packets, that are routed independently, based on two small routing elds at their header (termed virtual channel index (VCI) and virtual path index (VPI)). At each intermediate switch, these elds serve as indices to two routing tables, and the routing is done in accordance to the predetermined information in the appropriate entries.
Routing in ATM is hierarchical in the sense that the VCI of a cell is ignored as long as its VPI is not null. This algorithm e ectively creates two types of predetermined simple routes in the network -namely routes which are based on VPIs (called virtual paths or VPs) and routes based on VCIs and VPIs (called virtual channels or VCs). VCs are used for connecting network users, and VPs are used for simplifying network management (routing of VCs in particular). Thus the route of a VC may be viewed as a concatenation of complete VPs.
As far as the mathematical model is concerned, given a communication network, the VPs form a set of simple paths in the network (termed the virtual path layout (VPL for short)) on the same vertices. Each VC is thus a concatenation of such virtual paths.
The VP layout must satisfy certain conditions to guarantee important performance aspects of the network (see ATTD94, GZ94] for technical justi cation of the model for ATM networks). In particular, there are restrictions on the following parameters:
The hop count: The number of VPs which comprise the path of a VC in the virtual graph.
This parameter determines the e ciency of the setup of a VC (see, e.g., BD91, SOT90, SS91]).
The load: The number of virtual paths that share any physical edge. This number determines the size of the VP routing tables (see, e.g., CS94]).
The stretch factor: The ratio between the length of the path that a VC takes in the physical graph and the shortest possible path between its endpoints. This parameter controls the e ciency of the utilization of the network.
In many works (e.g., ABNLP89, AP92, GZ94, CGZ94]), a general routing problem is solved using a simpler sub-problem as a building block; In this sub-problem it is required to enable routing between all vertices to a single vertex (rather than between any pair of vertices). This restricted problem for the ATM VP layout problem is termed the rooted (or one-to-many) VPL problem GZ94] and is the focus of the present work.
Related Work
A few works have tackled the VP layout problem, some using empirical techniques ATTD94, LC93], and some using theoretical analysis GZ94, CGZ94, GWZ96].
The VP layout problem is closely related to graph-embedding problems since in both cases it is required to embed one graph in another graph. However, while in most embedding problems both graphs are given, here we are given only the physical (host) graph, and we can choose the embedded graph (in addition to the choice of the embedding itself).
Most of the performance parameters are also di erent in both cases: While the association between the host graph and the embedded graph is made by the dilation parameter in embedding problems, here it is made by the stretch factor. In other words, in embedding problems it is important to minimize the length of each individual embedded edge, while in this model it is important to minimize the length of paths. The hop count parameter is closely related to the distance in the virtual graph, however, while the distance depends only on one graph, the hop count also depends on the physical graph (unless the stretch factor is unbounded). The load parameter is identical to the congestion in embedding problems, and the di erent terminology is due to the loaded meaning of congestion in the communication literature. The computational complexity of determining the existence of a VP layout for a given network within a given maximum hop count and a given maximum load was investigated in GZ94], where the authors showed that this problem is NP-complete when there is no limit on the stretch factor. In GZ94] also some polynomial construction algorithms are given for trees for the stretch factor equal to one, i.e. when the physical routed paths are shortest.
Summary of Results
In this paper we improve the results of GZ94], concerning the computational complexity of constructing virtual path layouts from a given node to all other nodes in the network. While in GZ94] the maximum hop count h and the maximum load l are not constant, here we tightly establish the border between tractability and intractability, by determining the lowest (constant) values of h and l that make the problem computationally hard. Moreover, we give e cient construction algorithms for all the tractable cases.
Speci cally, we show that for a stretch factor of one the problem of determining the existence of such layouts is NP-complete for every given values of h and l, except for the cases h = 2; l = 1 and h = 1, any l, for which we give polynomial-time constructions. We also present extensions of these results for cases of a stretch factor greater than one. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we de ne the model and the related performance measures. In Section 3 we give the above-mentioned NP-completeness results. In Section 4 we present e cient construction algorithms for the polynomial cases, and in Section 5 we conclude and list some open problems. We prove Theorem 3.1 in the following four lemmas. In Lemma 3.2 we prove that h3; 1i-RVPL is NP-complete. In Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we prove that for every l the h2; li-RVPL problems are NP-complete. Finally, we prove in Lemma 3.5 that for every h and l, if hh; li-RVPL is NP-complete then so is hh + 1; li-RVPL. Thus, the rst three lemmas establish the basis of an inductive proof and Lemma 3.5 is the inductive step (see Figure 1 ). Lemma 3.2 The h3; 1i-RVPL problem is NP-complete. Proof. In order to prove the NP-completeness of the h3; 1i-RVPL problem, we provide a polynomial time transformation from the Dominating Set problem (DS) (known to be NPcomplete; see GJ79]). In this problem we have a universe set U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u m g of m elements, a family fA 1 ; : : : ; A f g of f subsets of U and an integer k f; we want to decide if there exist k subsets A j 1 ; : : : ; A j k which cover U, i.e. such that S k i=1 A j i = U.
Starting from an instance I DS of DS, we construct a graph G that admits a h3; 1i-RVPL if and only I DS admits a cover.
Let G = (V; E), where V = frg V 1 fvg V 2 V 3 and E = E 1 E 2 E 3 E 4 (see Assume there are k dominating sets A j 1 ; : : : ; A j k . We show that there exists a h3; 1i-RVPL for G. The VPs of are constituted by all edges in E 1 E 4 , the edge fq k+1 ; vg, edges fv; w b g 2 E 3 such that A b is not one of the dominating sets, i.e. b 6 = j i , i = 1; : : : ; k, and nally the VPs hq i ; v; w j i i for i = 1; : : : ; k (which correspond to the k dominating sets). By construction, L(e) = 1 for each edge e 2 E. In order to check that H max ( ) 3, it su ces to observe that all vertices q a 2 V 1 are reached in one hop, vertex v is reached in two hops, vertices w b 2 V 2 not corresponding to dominating sets are reached in three hops, vertices w j i 2 V 2 corresponding to dominating sets are reached in two hops (from q i through the VP hq i ; v; w j i i), and as vertices w j 1 ; : : : ; w j k correspond to the k dominating sets, all vertices z c are reached in three hops, since every one of them is connected to at least one w j i .
It remains to show that if there are no k dominating sets, then no h3; 1i-RVPL for G exists. Consider any h3; 1i-RVPL for G. Since the maximum load of an edge is one, and since each of the edges fr; q a g must belong to it follows that v can be reached in no less than two hops. Therefore at least one edge in E 2 , say fq k+1 ; vg, must be a VP (otherwise H(v) = 1, as we have to route at least one physical shortest path to v). Therefore, at most k vertices belonging to V 2 V 3 can be reached in two hops and w.l.o.g. we can assume that these k vertices belong to V 2 . In fact, if one of them is a z c 2 Informally, in G we associate to each variable x a a truth setting component constituted by the subgraph induced by the vertices r; u a ; u a ; v a ; v a ; q a ; w a;1 ; w a;2 ; w a;3 ; w a;4 . To explain the intuition for our construction, consider any path layout for the graph G. The restriction of Figure 3 : The reduction graph for h2; 2i-RVPL this layout to this subgraph can be associated in a natural way to a truth assignment for x a . In fact, in order for r to reach the four vertices w a;1 ; w a;2 ; w a;3 ; w a;4 in at most two hops, the VPs hr; u a ; q a i or hr; u a ; q a i must belong to the RVPL, otherwise the only possibility to get from r to w a;1 ; w a;2 ; w a;3 ; w a;4 in at most two hops is to have four VPs starting at vertices r; u a or u a (they cannot start at q a , as H(q a ) 2) and terminating to vertices w a;1 ; w a;2 ; w a;3 ; w a;4 . But since L max 2 and each such a VP has to cross either edge fu a ; q a g or edge fu a ; q a g, there can be at most three of these VPs, as hu a ; q a i or hu a ; q a i belong to the RVPL (otherwise H(q a ) = 1).
W.l.o.g. we can then assume that either hr; u a ; q a i or hr; u a ; q a i are in the RVPL (if both exist, then one of them can be deleted without increasing the hop count of any node). In the rst case the truth assignment associated to x a is false, and in the second it is true. If the truth assignment of x a is true (resp. false), then the RVPL can contain the VP hr; u a ; v a i (resp. hr; u a ; v a i), so that all vertices z b;j corresponding to clauses c b containing x a (resp. x a ) can be reached in at most two hops, as they are directly connected to v a (resp. v a ). (See Figure 4. ) Assume there is a truth assignment satisfying f. We show that there exists a h2; 2i-RVPL for G. The VPs of are constituted by all edges in E 1 E 4 E 5 E 6 plus for each a, 1 a m, if the truth assignment satis es x a (resp. x a ), the VPs hr; u a ; q a i, hu a ; v a i and hr; u a ; v a i (resp. hr; u a ; q a i, hu a ; v a i and hr; u a ; v a i). Then, all vertices u a ; u a 2 V 1 and q a 2 V 3 have hop count one, all vertices v a 2 V 2 such that x a is true (resp. false) have hop count two (resp. one), all vertices v a 2 V 2 such that x a is true (resp. false) hop count one (resp. two) and all vertices w a;i 2 V 4 hop count two. Finally, each vertex z b;j 2 V 5 has hop count two, as there is at least one literal in c b , say x a (resp. x a ), which is satis ed, i.e. such that H(v a ) = 1 (resp. H(v a ) = 1).
Assume now that there is no truth assignment satisfying f. We show that there is no h2; 2i-RVPL for G. Lemma 3.4 For every l, the h2; li-RVPL problem is NP-complete. Proof. Given any l 2, we will prove that h2; li-RVPL is an NP-complete problem by a polynomial time transformation from the 3-SAT problem which is a generalization of the transformation presented in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Let an instance of the 3-SAT problem be as de ned in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Starting from this instance, we construct a graph G that admits a h2; li-RVPL if and only if f is satis able.
The idea is to add a construction to each of the vertices u a and u a which will force an addition of l ? 2 VPs on each of the edges fr; u a g and fr; u a g (in order to reach all vertices in the new construction in 2 hops). In addition, we have to enlarge the number of w a;i vertices (actually we will have 2l such vertices for every variable a in f), and the number of z b;j vertices to 3(l ? 1) + 1 for each clause b in the formula f. Note that for the special case l = 2 we will get exactly the same construction as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Formally, we specify only the additions to the construction of Lemma 3.3. We add the following sets of vertices:
V 6 = fs a;i ; s a;i j a = 1; : : : ; m; i = 1; : : : ; l ? 2g, V 7 = ft a;i;j ; t a;i;j j a = 1; : : : ; m ; i = 1; : : : ; l ? 2; j = 1; : : : ; lg, and the following sets of edges: E 7 = ffu a ; s a;i g; fu a ; s a;i g j a = 1; : : : ; m ; i = 1; : : : ; l ? 2g, E 8 = ffs a;i ; t a;i;j g; fs a;i ; t a;i;j g j a = 1; : : : ; m ; i = 1; : : : ; l ? 2 ; j = 1; : : : ; lg.
We enlarge the number of w a;i and z b;j vertices as follows:
V 4 = fw a;i j a = 1; : : : ; m ; i = 1; : : : ; 2lg, V 5 = fz b;j j b = 1; : : : ; g ; j = 1; : : : ; 3(l ? 1) + 1g, and we correspondingly enlarge the number of edges in the sets E 4 , E 5 and E 6 as follows: E 4 = ffq a ; w a;i g j a = 1; : : : ; m ; i = 1; : : : ; 2lg, E 5 = ffv a ; z b;j g j a = 1; : : : ; m ; b = 1; : : : ; g ; j = 1; : : : ; 3(l ? 1) + 1 ; x a 2 c b g, E 6 = ffv a ; z b;j g j a = 1; : : : ; m ; b = 1; : : : ; g ; j = 1; : : : ; 3(l ? 1) + 1 ; x a 2 c b g.
Clearly to reach the t a;i;j and t a;i;j vertices in two hops, we must reach each of the s a;i and s a;i vertices in one hop, which uses l ? 2 VPs on each of the edges fr; u a g and fr; u a g.
The rest of the proof is a generalization of the proof of Lemma 3.3.
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Lemma 3.5 For every h and l, if the hh; li-RVPL problem is NP-complete then hh+1; li-RVPL is also an NP-complete problem.
Proof. We assume that hh; li-RVPL is NP-complete and prove that hh + 1; li-RVPL is also NP-complete by a polynomial transformation from hh; li-RVPL. Given Proof. of Theorem 3.1] We prove that for every h and l except for the cases h = 1, any l, and, h = 2; l = 1 the hh; li-RVPL problem is NP-complete by induction on h. The basis is established in Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, where we prove that the problems h2; li-RVPL for every l, and h3; 1i-RVPL are NP-complete. The induction step is established in Lemma 3.5, where we prove that for every h and l, the NP-completeness of the hh; li-RVPL problem derives the NP-completeness of hh + 1; li-RVPL. 2
Polynomial Cases
In this section we show that the above NP-completeness results are strict, by giving polynomial running time algorithms for the h2; 1i-RVPL problem and the h1; li-RVPL problems for any l 1. We do this by applying algorithms to nd ow in networks, which are known to be polynomial (e.g., FF62, Eve79, Din70]).
Given a directed graph G = (V; E), with capacities c(e)-positive integers -for the edges e 2 E, and two speci ed vertices s and t, we want to nd a ow of maximum total value from s to t. It is well-known that in the case of unit capacities there is a ow of value k from s to t in G i there are k edge-disjoint paths connecting s and t, and that this holds also in a general network with integral capacities, provided that each edge e is replaced by x parallel edges of unit weight each, where x is the original capacity of e.
Given a graph G = (V; E) and a speci ed vertex r, to construct a h1; li-RVPL for it, we construct the graph G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ), as follows. V 0 = V ftg. For E 0 we construct a shortestpath BFS graph, rooted at r; this gives a directed layered graph (whose layers are identical to those constructed by the Dinic's Algorithm; see Eve79, Din70]); The vertices in layer i; i 0 are exactly the vertices in V whose distance from r is exactly i. There are no edges within a layer, and all edges are from layer i to layer i + 1, for some i 0. All these edges have a capacity of l. We then add all the edges (v; t) for every vertex v in V ? frg, with capacity 1.
The source and destination of G 0 are r and t, respectively. (See Figure 5(b) ). We then run any algorithm to determine the maximum ow in this network. By the above, there is a ow of value jV j ? 1 in G 0 i there are paths in G from r to all other vertices in jV j, such that no edge is used in more than l of them, which means that there is a solution to the h1; li-RVPL problem i there is a ow of value at least jV j ? 1 in G 0 , which thus supplies a polynomial-time algorithm for the h1; li-RVPL problem.
Given a graph G = (V; E) and a speci ed vertex r, to construct a h2; 1i-RVPL for it, we construct the following graph G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ). V 0 = V ftg, and E 0 is de ned as follows. Let U denote the set of neighbors of r in G. For E 0 we construct a shortest-path BFS graph, rooted at r (as above). This partitions the vertices of V into layers, such that the vertices in layer i; i 0 are exactly the vertices in V whose distance from r is exactly i. As above, there are no edges within a layer, and all edges are from layer i to layer i + 1, for some i 0. We then add to E 0 all the edges (v; t) for every vertex v in V ? (U frg). All the edges in E 0 have a capacity of 1, except for the edges emanating from r, whose capacity is jV j ? jUj ? 1. The source and destination of G 0 are r and t, respectively. (See Figure 5(c) ).
We then run any algorithm to determine the maximum ow in this network. A ow of value jV j ? jUj ? 1 in G 0 implies the existence of paths in G, from r to all the vertices in V ? (U frg), edge-disjoint on the edges not emanating from r, and vice versa. Since each of the edges (r; v) must be a virtual path in any h2; 1i-RVPL (otherwise H(v) = 1, as we have to route at least one physical shortest path to v), it follows that there is a h2; 1i-RVPL i the maximum ow is equal to jV j ? jUj ? 1, and thus the problem is solved in polynomial time.
Note that, in the case of h = 1 and arbitrary l, if we run the network ow algorithm on the original network to which t is added as above, and where each edge is replaced with two anti-parallel edges (rather than using the layered network) and capacities are similarly de ned, we can determine whether a layout exists, but with an arbitrary stretch factor. (See also the discussion in Section 5.)
Summary and Open Problems
We have considered a routing problem termed the \rooted VP layout problem" that arises in ATM networks and we have investigated the computational complexity of determining the existence of RVPL ful lling a maximum hop count h and a maximum load l. We have shown that deciding the existence of such layouts is NP-complete for all values of h and l, except for the cases h = 2; l = 1 and h = 1, any l, for which we presented polynomial-time layout constructions, based on network ow algorithms.
In classical graph embedding problems vertices are mapped to vertices and edges are mapped to paths connecting the endpoints of their corresponding vertices; this is a very common situation in embeddings within a VLSI networks. In this context, the term dilation is used to denote the longest path onto which an edge is embedded. Since in our constructions for the NP-complete results the virtual paths were of length at most two, it follows that the above two problems remain NP-complete for any given bound on the dilation.
An open problem is to extend these results to many-to-many virtual path layouts, where we are interested to connect all pairs of vertices with virtual paths under similar constraints, or to other cases when the pairs to be connected are speci ed.
A more di cult problem seems to be the one in which not only shortest path layouts are considered, but also layouts that are within a given stretch factor f (that is, one in which the virtual channel between the desired vertices is bounded by f times the shortest path between these vertices). Note that our NP-complete results hold under any given stretch factor, since our reductions are still valid in this case. On the other hand, the polynomial algorithms do not apply for a given stretch factor (though, as we noted, we can use simpler algorithms for the case h = 1, any l, under the assumption of an arbitrary stretch factor).
